Remark that Problem 1.1 is called the model plasma problem and has been studied first in [11] ; it can be related directly to the study of the static magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equilibria of a plasma confîned in a tokamak, see [11] , [5] , [2] , for an account. Because the mapping ƒ : ue H\ft)^f (u) = u + e L 2 (fl) is not of class C 1 (Df(u) does not exist if the measure of the set {x e Cl : u (x) = 0} is different from zero), the mapping S is not continuously Fréchet differentiable.
Let k { < \ 2 =£= \ 3 ==:..., be the characteristic values of the operator T. The characteristic value k x is positive, simple and the corresponding eigenvector <j >! can be chosen positive such that (1.4) f Ja Using a variant of the implicit function theorem given in [10] , Caloz proved in [2] the following resuit. The main goal of this paper is to analyze the gap between the solution branch given in Theorem 1.2 and an approximation of this branch by a fînite element method. We will focus our study on the approximation of Problem 1.1 with piecewise linear éléments, including numerical intégration, and obtain rates of convergence.
The layout of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we state all the theoretical results concerning the approximation of Problem 1.1. In Section 3, we present in an abstract framework a resuit on the approximation of the regular solutions of nonlinear problems stated in [4] . Finally Section 4 is devoted to the proofs.
Let us mention that the error estimâtes at optimal rates were already proved in [2] but without numerical intégration. Moreover here we follow [4] where a simpler, alternate proof has been developed. In that way, we can improve the results obtained by Kikuchi et al [8] and the ones by Barrett and Elliott [1] , when numerical intégration is introduced.
THEORETICAL RESULTS
Throughout the paper we adopt the following Standard notation. Let X, Z be two Banach spaces with the norms || . \\ x , || . || z ; when there is no ambiguity we omit the subscript. £P(X\Z) dénotes the space of continuous linear operators from X to Z. The norm in the product space Rxl is defined by || . || RxJr 
where
and B((k h (d), w h (d)), a) is the closed bail in U x H l ((l) with radius a and centre (\ h {d), w h (d)). Moreover there exists a constant c such that
for all e >0 there exists a constant c(e) with (2.12) ^2 
where B((\ h (d), w h (d)), à) is the closed bail in M x C°(H) with radius à and centre (\ h (d), w h (d)). Moreover there exists a constant c such that
for all E :> 0 there exists a constant c(e) with
The analogue of Proposition 2.4 with w h remains still valid. Hère, we have limited our study to the approximation with piecewise linear éléments. When we take piecewise degree 2 éléments, we can improve the estimâtes (2.10)-(2.12), (2.16) and (2.18) as long as
If O is a polygonal domain, this is the case only if O is a rectangle or a triangle with angles inferior to -(see [7] ). If Cl is a regular domain (for
if dis greater than 0. Then taking isoparametric éléments of degree 2, we can improve the estimâtes in the case without numerical intégration along the same lines.
APPROXIMATION OF REGULAR SOLUTIONS OF NONLINEAR PROBLEMS
We folio w the method developed in [4] and applied in [6] . The key point in the proof of Proposition 2.3, is the use of a resuit on the approximation of regular solutions of nonlinear problems. In this section, we give an overlook of the method in a gênerai framework. We consider X, Z two Banach spaces and F a continuons map, F : (/, x) e U x X^> F (/, x) e Z, We assume that the problem
This means that at every pair (/, x(/)) G L X X solution of (3.1), F is strongly partially differentiable with respect to x (Le. for all 8 > 0 there are ô>0 and a neighborhood N of / such that
We introducé a positive parameter 0 < /z <: 1 which will tend to zero, closed subspaces X h cz X, Z h <^Z and a family of continuous maps, F h : IR x JSf/, -> Z A . We consider the problem to fïnd (/, x k ) e IR x X h such that 
Moreover we have the estimate
The proof of Proposition 3.1 can be obtained along the same lines as in [4] with minor modifications. 4 . PROOFS Throughout this section, we shall refer to the notation introduced in the previous one. Before starting with the proof of Proposition 2,3 5 let us make some comment s. When we handle with the mapping S h , we can simplify somehow the theory in Section 3, because then it suffices to consider F h defïned on IR x X with values in Z. This will be no more the case with the mapping S h , As we need to differentiate the mappings S and S hi the following result will be helpful. 
LEMMA 4.1: Let q>2 be an integer, Y be the space L q (ü) or
Jn Ja
which is an isomorphism, (see [2] for details) ; hère x^ dénotes the characteristic function of the set
Proof of Proposition 2.3 : The relation (2.9) will be an immédiate conséquence of Proposition 3.1 and the error estimâtes will be obtained from (3.11) and the classical error estimâtes for approximation of linear problems.
Let us consider with the parameter h, O<A<1, the spaces X h =Ux H\a) 9 .3) is given in [2] . As
Z h = IR x H X (VL) and the mapping F h = S h defined in (2.7). To each regular point (d, ^(d), w(d)) of the solution branch, we associate the point (k h (d) 9 w h (d)) = (\(rf), X(rf) T h (w(d)
we can choose h^^h such that (4.3) is true for ail h^h^ and ail 
\\(d) -\ h (d)\ + \\w h (d)-w h (d)\\ lcl **c\\S h (d 9 \(d) 9 w h (d))\\.
Remark that we can develop the right-hand side of (4.4) in the following way 
\\S h (d,\(d), w h (d))\\ =k(d)\\ [(w h (d)-dy -(w(d)-d) + ]dx

(d,\(d),w h (d))\\ ^ch\
Finally the estimâtes (2.10)-(2.13) are a conséquence of (4.6) and the classical error estimâtes for linear problems. D We skip the proof of Proposition 2.4, which can be found in [2] or [1] . To prove Proposition 2.5, it does not suffïce to adapt the proof of Proposition 2.3, because the mapping S h must be defined on continuous functions, while S h could be defined onRx H l (Ct), Moreover the choice of
, which is needed to obtain optimal estimâtes.
We consider now the case X = R x C°(fi), Z = Rx C°(fi). As the
is an isomorphism and 
where the functions X^(. ), w k ( . ) are the ones given in Proposition 2. We analyze separately both terms of the right-hand side of (4.11). Let us consider the partition of T^ = 75 1A U 7S 2 /i u ^3/i given by -échanges signin^T }, Using the maximum principle, the fact that {xe(l: 
when we use (4.12) and the fact that numerical intégration is exact for polynomials of degree 1. To estimate the last term in (4.11), we introducé some notations ; if we dénote by 
We plug v h = u h -û h in (4.16) and obtain
If E K (.,. ) dénotes the same error as E(.,. ) but on the triangle K, then we can write
vol 25, n°l, 1991 Since the intégration rule is exact for polynomiaîs of degree 1 and As a conséquence, the assumption (3.8) is verified. This is a conséquence of the maximum principle and the fact that {x G ft : w(d)(x) = d} is a Jordan curve, (cf. [2] for details). We consider now e 0 ^ 0, which will be expressed later, and associate a partition of 
